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Abstract
We revisit the manifestly covariant large c expansion of General Relativity, c be-
ing the speed of light. Assuming the relativistic connection has no pole in c−2, this
expansion is known to reproduce Newton-Cartan gravity and a covariant version
of Post-Newtonian corrections to it. We show that relaxing this assumption leads
to the inclusion of twistless torsion in the effective non-relativistic theory. We ar-
gue that the resulting TTNC theory is an effective description of a non-relativistic
regime of General Relativity that extends Newtonian physics by including strong
gravitational time dilation.
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1 Introduction
In our everyday life most1 gravitational phenomena are perfectly well described
by Newtonian physics. But by making very precise measurements one can observe
deviations from this theory, which are predicted by Einsteins theory of General Rel-
ativity (GR). The series of deviations is captured in the so called Post-Newtonian
expansion, see [1] for a pedagogic introduction. It is a valid approximation to GR
in a regime of weak gravitational fields and small velocities. In most applications,
where one is interested in computing these corrections as efficiently as possible, one
starts by choosing a coordinate system that simplifies the relevant fields as much
1GPS technology provides an exception, as it has recently become a part of many peoples
day to day life and it crucially relies on knowledge of gravitational time dilation, an effect not
captured by Newtonian physics.
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as possible. From a more conceptual point of view one could wonder if this ex-
pansion can be performed without giving up the general covariance of GR. Indeed
this is the case, and it can be shown [2–4] that the leading order in such a covari-
ant expansion produces so called Newton-Cartan gravity, a covariant formulation
of Newtonian gravity. Furthermore this covariant procedure can be extended to
higher order [5,6] and coincides with the more standard Post-Newtonian expansion
once particular coordinates are chosen.
In this paper we revisit the non-relativistic expansion of [4–6], which is formu-
lated as a large c expansion of a family of metrics parametrized by the speed of
light c. In that derivation it is assumed that the relativistic metric is such that
the associated Levi-Cevita connection remains finite in the large c limit. Although
this might appear a natural assumption at first, one should keep in mind that the
metric is allowed to diverge as c→∞. So why not the connection one could ask.
In this work we relax this assumption and find that it leads to rather interesting
observations, both mathematically and physically.
From the mathematical point of view we show that first of all everything, in-
cluding the geodesic equation, remains consistent if one allows the Levi-Civita
connection to formally diverge. Moreover the effective theory that describes ap-
proximate solutions to the Einstein equations up to Next to Next to Leading order
(NNLO) in large c is a generalization of standard Newton-Cartan theory where
the Newton-Cartan connection now contains torsion. Interestingly enough such
torsional Newton-Cartan geometries have been studied only recently in a rather
different set of contexts, see for example [7–13]. The theory that appears out of
the large c expansion of GR has, as a consequence of the Einstein equations, what
is called in the previously mentioned literature twistless torsion. It is standard
to refer to this particular case of Newton-Cartan geometry as TTNC geometry.
Although the geometry is rather well understood, the possible dynamic equations
for its fields, turning the theory into something that could be called TTNC gravity,
seems to be not very much explored. In [14] equations where constructed using
conformal tensor calculus methods, but the equations we find here, see table 2,
appear different and are as far as we know only the second set of explicit equations
compatible with TTNC geometry that have been found so far. In [10] a set of
actions in 3 dimensions was constructed and a relation between TTNC gravity
and Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity was established. It would be interesting to see if there
is some overlap with our effective theory arising out of GR.
From the physical point of view our work appears interesting as the torsion cor-
responds to a non-trivial timelike warpfactor already at the leading c2 order. This
should be compared to the standard Newtonian potential which appears in the
same warpfactor, but at the subleading c0 order. This implies first of all that this
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expansion captures effects that are not included in the standard Post-Newtonian
expansion, as that expansion starts from the assumption of gravitational fields
weak enough so that the c2 timelike warpfactor is trivial, or in other words it
assumes the metric is a weak field correction to the Minkowski metric. The gen-
eralized expansion we work out here also works around metrics which do not nec-
essarily have this weak field form. In particular, the additional non-relativistic
torsion that it includes appears at a lower order than the Newtonian potential,
or said differently, at ’Pre-Newtonian’ order. In summary it seems our expansion
captures certain non-relativistic, but strong gravitational physics that is absent
in the standard Post-Newtonian expansion which only captures non-relativistic,
weak gravitational effects.
Although the previous arguments are nice conceptually, it would be extremely
interesting if one could find actual real world physical situations that fall into this
non-relativistic strong gravity regime, and to see if this generalized expansion can
have any practical use.
Finally let us stress that although our effective non-relativistic theory has tor-
sion, it is an approximation at large c of standard relativistic GR without torsion.
The paper is organized as follows. First we rewrite the large c expansion of
the relativistic metric in terms of variables naturally appearing in Newton-Cartan
geometry in section 2. In section 3 we then compute the non-relativistic equations
that are equivalent to the relativistic Einstein equations up to NNLO in large c.
The remaining part of the paper is then used to discuss various mathematical and
physical aspects of the effective non-relativistic theory, in section 4. Note that
we there also provide an explicit example. Finally we have added appendix A,
where we discuss the geodesic equation in this expansion, to show that allowing
the relativistic connection to diverge at large c does not lead to inconsistencies.
Although we provide a number of technical details there we feel a better physical
understanding of the expanded geodesic equations is still missing.
2 Expansion of the geometry
In this section we introduce the expansion of the relativistic metric in powers of c,
following [4–6]. We then repackage the independent coefficients in this expansion
into objects that appear naturally in the formalism of non-relativistic geometry, see
for example [10]. As the standard Poisson equation of Newtonian gravity appears
at NNLO in the equations of motion [4], we will keep track of all independent
fields that appear up to NNLO. A number of those fields happen to drop out of
the equations of motion up to NNLO, but we want to stress and make explicitly
clear that this is an outcome, not an assumption. For this reason we work out
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the expansion of the geometry without imposing any dynamical constraints yet.
Furthermore in [4–6] it was assumed that as c → ∞ the relativistic Levi-Civita
connection remains finite. We will perform the expansion without making this
assumption and we will discuss the physical interpretation and consequences of
this in section 4.4.
2.1 Starting ansatz
We assume an expansion of the metric (D = d+1, Lorentzian) in even powers2 of
a variable c (thought of physically as the speed of light):
gµν =
∞∑
i=−1
(2i)
gµνc
−2i gµν =
∞∑
i=0
(2i)
g µνc−2i (1)
We furthermore assume that
(-2)
gµν is of rank 1 and negative, so we can write
(-2)
gµν = −τµτν (2)
2.2 Diffeomorphisms
Before we start a detailed analysis of this expansion and its consequences it will
be useful to investigate its behavior under diffeomorphisms, as was stressed in [6].
Where general relativity is invariant under coordinate transformations that can be
arbitrary functions of c, the ansatz (1) is only preserved by diffeomorphisms that
are analytic in c−2. These are generated by vectorfields of the form
ξµ =
∞∑
i=0
(2i)
ξ µc−2i (3)
For tensors of the form T =
∑
∞
i=imin
(2i)
T c−2i the coefficients then transform as
δξ
(2i)
T = L (0)
ξ
(2i)
T +
i−1∑
j=imin
L (2i− 2j)
ξ
(2j)
T (4)
2One can argue [4] that odd powers of c will only appear at higher order than we are interested
in. This implies that one does not lose any generality by restricting to even powers here. Still
this will be one of the few assumptions we put into the formalism from the start. It might be
interesting to allow odd terms in the expansion from the beginning and see directly from the
equations of motion that they can be consistently put to zero.
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First of all we see that all tensor coefficients transform as tensors under c-independent
diffeomorphisms, generated by
(0)
ξ . For this reason we will from now on simply refer
to the transformations generated by
(0)
ξ as ’the’ diffeomorphisms of the expansion.
In addition there is an infinite amount of additional gauge symmetries, that
originate from the diffeorphisms with subleading c-dependence, which act in a more
non-trivial way, mixing different coefficients. Note that up to some fixed order of
the expansion there is however only a finite number of those that act non-trivially,
as under those transformations a given coefficient only gets contributions from
lower order coefficients, never from higher order ones.
It will be useful to repeat this same analysis in the case of a connection. As-
suming a connection with the expansion Γλµν =
∑
∞
i=−1
(2i)
Γ λµνc
−2i one computes that
δξ
(2i)
Γ λµν = L (0)
ξ
(2i)
Γ λµν + ∂µ∂ν
(2i)
ξ λ +
i−1∑
j=−1
L (2i− 2j)
ξ
(2j)
Γ λµν (5)
This transformation is interesting as it tells us that only one coefficient of the
connection will act as a connection in the expanded theory while all others will
behave as tensors. Indeed, as we identified
(0)
ξ µ as the diffeomorphisms we see that it
is only
(0)
Γλµν which transforms as a connection, while all other coefficients transform
as tensors under
(0)
ξ µ generated diffeomorphisms. Again there are the additional
symmetries generated by the
(2i)
ξ µ, i > 0, under which the coefficients transform in
a more complicated fashion.
2.3 Metric invertibility
The two expansions (1) are of course related by the condition that one series
provides the inverse of the other. We can expand this condition gµρg
ρν = δνµ order
by order and solve the resulting equations explicitely. As a first step one obtains
from the leading equation (order c2) the result that
(0)
g µν = hµν with hµντν = 0 (6)
For the actual metric gµν to be non-degenerate h
µν will need to have rank 3.
Before continuing it turns out to be useful to introduce two new, but dependent,
fields τµ and hµν that are defined via the conditions
τντ
ν + hµρh
ρν = δνµ τ
ρτσhρσ = 0 (7)
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These equations uniquely define the new fields only if we make an identification
by gauge transformations of the form
δχτ
µ = −hµρχρ δχhµν = τµχν + τνχµ (8)
Here the gauge parameter χµ is purely ’spatial’, i.e. τ
ρχρ = 0. This gauge transfor-
mation which we here introduced ’by hand’ corresponds to the local Galilean boost
symmetry in the Newton-Cartan literature, see e.g. [15], so we will henceforth also
refer to such transformations as boost transformations.
The main use of the relation (7) is that it provides two complementary projec-
tors
τµ
ν = τµτ
ν hµ
ν = hµρh
ρν (9)
We can now decompose all further metric coefficients in the expansions (1)
along these projectors and this is a great help in solving the expanded inverse
condition. The result is that both metric and inverse metric coefficients up to
NNLO can be written in terms of two independent vector fields Cµ and Bµ and
two symmetric ’spatial’ tensors βµν and γµν . More precisely one finds that
(0)
gµν = 2τ(µCν) + hµν
(2)
g µν = −τµτ ν + 2τ (µhν)λCλ + β
µν
(2)
gµν = Bµτν + τµBν − CµCν − hµρhνσβ
ρσ
(4)
g µν = (hρσCρCσ − 2τ
ρCρ) τ
µτ ν + 2τ (µhν)ρ
(
Bρ + (Cστ
σ)Cρ + hρλCσβ
σλ
)
+ γµν
where τρβ
ρµ = τργ
ρµ = 0 and β [µν] = γ[µν] = 0.
The metric coefficients are of course defined independently of the projectors we
introduced and so should not transform under the boost symmetry (8). This then
implies that the new fields need to transform as3
δχCµ = −χµ δχβ
µν = −2χ(µhν)ρCρ (10)
Because the original metric gµν(c) is invariant under the boost transformations
all derived objects and physical equations should be expressible in terms of boost-
3It is straightforward to work out the boost transformations of the fields Bµ and γ
µν . As
they will play no role in the rest of this work we don’t explicitely write out these transformations
here.
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invariant quantities. There is a natural set of those:
τˆµ = τµ − hµνCν (11)
hˆµν = hµν + 2τ(µCν) + 2Φˆτµτν (12)
Φˆ = −τρCρ +
1
2
hρσCρCσ (13)
βˆµν = βµν + hµρhµσCρCσ (14)
Bˆµ = Bµ + hµρβ
ρσCσ +
1
2
τµ
(
βρσCρCσ + (τ
ρCρ − h
ρσCρCσ)
2
)
−Cµ(τ
ρCρ − h
ρσCρCσ) (15)
γˆµν = γµν + 2hρ(µhν)σCρ
(
Bˆσ − 2ΦˆCσ
)
(16)
Note that these hatted, boost invariant variables satisfy constraints similar to the
orginal fields:
τν τˆ
ν + hˆµρh
ρν = δνµ τˆ
ρτˆσhˆρσ = 0 τµβˆ
µν = 0 τµγˆ
µν = 0 (17)
It will also be useful to define the boost invariant projectors
τˆµ
ν = τµτˆ
ν hˆµ
ν = hˆµρh
ρν (18)
We have summarized the expression of the coefficients of the metric and its
inverse up to NNLO in terms of these boost invariant variables in table 1.
2.4 Metric compatibility
The conditions that ∇µgνρ = 0 and ∇µg
νρ = 0 with respect to the Levi-Civita
connection can also be expanded order by order. At LO this leads to a trivial
algebraic identity if one uses the explicit form of the metric coefficients obtained
by the inverse condition, see table 1. More interesting is the NLO part of the
above compatibility conditions which read
(0)
∇µh
νλ = −
(-2)
Γ νµρ
(2)
g ρλ −
(-2)
Γ λµρ
(2)
g ρν
(0)
∇µ (τντλ) = −
(-2)
Γ ρµν
(0)
gρλ −
(-2)
Γ ρµλ
(0)
gρν
Let us first note that indeed these are good tensorial equations, as we learned
from the analysis in section 2.2 that indeed
(0)
Γλµν transforms as a connection while
(-2)
Γ λµν transforms as a tensor. The above equations suggest that when
(-2)
Γ λµν 6= 0,
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Table 1: The metric and its inverse.
LO
(-2)
gµν = −τµτν
(0)
g µν = hµν
NLO
(0)
gµν = −2Φˆτµτν + hˆµν
(2)
g µν = −τˆµτˆ ν + βˆµν
NNLO
(2)
gµν = τµBˆν + τνBˆµ − hˆµρhˆνσβˆ
ρσ
(4)
g µν = 2Φˆτˆµτˆ ν + 2τˆ (µhν)ρBˆρ + γˆ
µν
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the connection
(0)
Γλµν is not the most natural connection for the expanded theory,
as it is not compatible with the structure provided by hµν and τµ. This is the
first place where our work differs from that of [4–6], where
(-2)
Γ λµν was assumed to be
zero. Working out the explicit form of the RHS of the above equation in terms of
the fields appearing in the metric coefficients one realizes however that the above
equations can equivalently be rewritten as
(nc)
∇µh
νλ = 0 and
(nc)
∇µτν = 0 (19)
where
(nc)
Γ λµν =
(0)
Γλµν +
(
−τˆλτˆρ + βˆλρ
) (
τµ∂[ντρ] + τν∂[µτρ] − τρ∂[µτν]
)
(20)
We will refer to this connection as the Newton-Cartan connection. Working out
the explicit form of
(0)
Γλµν in terms of the metric coefficients one finds, via table 1,
that
(nc)
Γ λµν =
1
2
hλρ (∂µhρν + ∂νhµρ − ∂ρhµν) + h
λρτ(µKν)ρ + τ
λ∂µτν (21)
+hλρ
(
Cµ∂[ντρ] + Cν∂[µτρ] − Cρ∂[µτν]
)
=
1
2
hλρ
(
∂µhˆρν + ∂ν hˆµρ − ∂ρhˆµν + 2∂ρΦˆτµτν − 4Φˆ(τµ∂[ντρ] + τν∂[µτρ])
)
+ τˆλ∂µτν
where
Kµν = ∂µCν − ∂νCµ . (22)
First of all it is interesting to note that contrary to
(0)
Γλµν the connection
(nc)
Γ λµν is
independent of the field βˆµν . Furthermore from the second expression for
(nc)
Γ λµν
in (21) one sees that it is manifestly boost-invariant and that it has a torsion
(nc)
T λµν = 2
(nc)
Γ λ[µν], which itself is also boost-invariant, that is given by
(nc)
T λµν = 2τˆ
λ∂[µτν] . (23)
The compatibility conditions (19) together with the degeneracy condition (6)
are the defining equations of Newton-Cartan, or Galilean, geometry see for example
[9]. Although traditionally the connection is furthermore assumed to be torsionless
the more general case including torsion has been introduced and studied in for
example [9,10]. What is interesting is that our analysis gives a precise meaning to
all the fields appearing in the Newton-Cartan connection (20) in terms of particular
coefficients in the expansion of a relativistic, c dependent metric, through table 1
and equation (1).
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3 Expansion of the Einstein equations
In this section we feed the expansion (1), rewritten as in table 1, into the Einstein
equations up to NNLO. The resulting equations, summarized in table 2, provide
a dynamics for the fields of the torsional Newton-Cartan geometry that appeared
in the previous section. When one puts the torsion to zero the results reduce to
that of [4–6].
3.1 Setup
We will write the Einstein equations as
Rµν = 8piGN Tµν , Tµν = c
−4
(
Tµν −
1
D − 2
gµνg
ρσTρσ
)
(24)
Given the expansion of the metric (1) one finds a corresponding expansion of the
Ricci tensor
Rµν =
∞∑
i=−2
(2i)
Rµνc
−2i (25)
For this to be consistent with the Einstein equations also the energy momentum
must have a similar expansion:
Tµν =
∞∑
i=−2
(2i)
T µνc
−2i (26)
Although in full generality one could consider
(-4)
T µν 6= 0 we will restrict ourselves
in this work to the case where
(-4)
T µν = 0 (assumption) (27)
3.2 LO: Twistless torsion
The coefficients in this expansion can now be explicitly computed in terms of the
fields appearing in table 1. For the leading term of the Ricci tensor one finds
(-4)
Rµν = τµτνh
κλhρσ∂[κτρ]∂[λτσ] (28)
Together with the assumption (27) this leads to the LO equation in table 2.
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It is instructive to provide some details on the solution of that LO equation.
The first of the relations (17) implies we can make the following decomposition
∂[µτν] = 2τ[µaˆν] + hˆµρhˆνσaˆ
ρσ (29)
where aˆµν is antisymmetric and without loss of generality we can choose
τˆρaˆρ = 0 (30)
τρaˆ
ρµ = 0 (31)
Using this decomposition it then immediatly follows that the LO equation in table
2 is equivalent to aˆµν = 0. We can then summarize
hκλhρσ∂[κτρ]∂[λτσ] = 0 ⇔ ∂[µτν] = τ[µaˆν] ⇔ τ[µ∂ντλ] = 0 (32)
Here the implication in the last equivalence is straightforward and the other di-
rection follows from the observation that for any p-form ω and 1-form τ such that
ω ∧ τ = 0 there needs to exist a p− 1-form α such that ω = τ ∧ α.
Note that the 1-form aˆµ is not a new independent field, but is directly related
to the 1-form τ via
aˆµ = Lτˆτµ . (33)
This form also explicitely shows that aˆµ is boost invariant.
The condition (32) can be seen as constraints on the torsion (23) of the Newton-
Cartan connection. Torsion satisfying this constraint has appeared before in the
Newton-Cartan literature, see for example [9, 10] and is referred to as twistless
torsion. It has the physical interpretation of providing a spacelike foliation, so
that all observers can agree on a common direction of time. This condition for the
torsion to be twistless simplifies the expansion at higher orders quite a bit, and it
will be used in the rest of this paper. As this condition is directly related to the
assumption (27) one could contemplate relaxing it, which would further generalize
the expansion. We leave this for possible future work.
3.3 NLO & NNLO: TTNC gravity
Using the twistlessness of the torsion obtained at LO we now extend the calculation
to NLO and NNLO. Through straightforward but somewhat tedious algebra the
relevant coefficients of the Ricci tensor are computed to be
(-2)
Rµν = −τµτνh
λρDλaˆρ (34)
(0)
Rµν =
(nc)
R µν + hˆµ
ρhˆν
σDρaˆσ + τµτν
(
hρσaˆρ∂σ(Φˆ +
1
2
βˆ)−Dρ(βˆ
ρσaˆσ)
)
+Kµρτνh
ρσaˆσ
11
Table 2: The equations of motion.
LO
hκλhρσ∂[κτρ]∂[λτσ] = 0
NLO
−τµτνh
λρDλaˆρ = 8piGN
(-2)
T µν
NNLO
(nc)
R µν = −hˆµ
ρhˆν
σDρaˆσ−τµτν
(
hρσaˆρ∂σ(Φˆ +
1
2
βˆ)−Dρ(βˆ
ρσaˆσ)
)
−Kµρτνh
ρσaˆσ+8piGN
(0)
T µν
Here
(nc)
R µν is the Ricci tensor of the connection (21). To keep the expressions
compact we introduced the additional notation:
βˆ = βˆρσhˆρσ , Dµ =
(nc)
∇µ − aˆµ and Kµν = Kˆµν − hˆµνh
ρσKˆρσ . (35)
The following extrinsic curvature appears:
Kˆµν =
1
2
Lτˆ hˆµν = hˆρ(µhˆν)
σ
(nc)
∇σ τˆρ (36)
The equations of motion follow by equating the Ricci coefficients to the corre-
sponding energy momentum and can be found in table 2. Note that consistency
requires
hµν
(-2)
T νρ = 0 . (37)
4 Comments on the effective TTNC gravity the-
ory
In this section we collect a number of remarks about the system of equations in
table 2, which for simplicity we will refer to as the TTNC equations.
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4.1 Gauge Symmetries
The TTNC equations of motion in table (2) are invariant under a number of sym-
metries. The most obvious one, due to the manifest tensorial form of the equations,
is that under diffeomorphisms. As explained in section 2.2, these diffeomorphisms
of the effective theory have their origin in the c independent diffeomorphisms
(0)
ξ of
General Relativity.
A second symmetry which is rather manifest is the boost symmetry (8), since
only boost invariant objects appear in the TTNC equations.
There is however a third gauge symmetry, which is less manifest. It originates
in the fact that the original expansion up to NNLO is also invariant under diffeo-
morphisms that are proportional to c−2, generated by the
(2)
ξ of section 2.2. Using
the decomposition in table 1 we can express the action of these subleading diffeos
on the metric as transformations of the non-relativistic effective fields. In doing so
it is useful to introduce the notation
Λ = τρ
(2)
ξ ρ , ζµ = hˆρ
µ
(2)
ξ ρ , DµΛ = ∂µΛ+ aˆµΛ (38)
One then finds the following transformations4
δΛτˆ
µ = hµρDρΛ δΛhˆµν = −2τ(µhˆν)
ρDρΛ δΛΦˆ = τˆ
ρDρΛ
δΛaˆµ = −τµaˆρh
ρσDσΛ δΛβˆ
µν = −2hµρhνσKˆρσΛ (39)
and
δζΦˆ = −aˆρζ
ρ δζβˆ
µν = −2hρ(µ
(nc)
∇ρζ
ν) (40)
Note that as any tensor, see section 2.2, also the energy momentum coefficients
transform:
δΛ
(0)
T µν = LΛτˆ
(-2)
T µν δζ
(0)
T µν = Lζ
(-2)
T µν (41)
Although somewhat involved, one can explicitly check that the TTNC equations
of table 2 are invariant under these local transformations.
4.2 Absence and removal of higher order fields
Note that when expanding out the metric and its inverse up to NNLO, as in table
1, they are composed out of a rather large set of different objects:
τµ, h
µν , τˆµ, hˆµν , Φˆ, βˆ
µν , Bˆµ, γˆ
µν . (42)
4Fields not appearing, like τµ and h
µν , are invariant.
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The first observation is that the fields Bˆµ and γˆ
µν do not appear at all in the
equations of motion up to NNLO, see table 2. This implies that at this order of
approximation they are completely undetermined and one would need to go to
higher order to fix them.
At first sight the field βˆµν appears more mysteriously. It enters the equations
of motion in table 2, in a purely algebraic way, but is absent in other discussions of
TTNC geometry in the literature. The key is to realize it can always be removed
by using the extra gauge transformations, discussed in the previous subsection,
that are also absent in other discussions of TTNC. Indeed, βˆµν only appears in
the equations of motion through βˆ and βˆµν aˆν , which constitute D arbitrary func-
tions. But these also transform non-trivially under exactly D independent gauge
transformations, explicitly
δβˆ = −2(
(nc)
∇ρζ
ρ + ΛKˆ) δ(βˆµν aˆν) = −2(h
ρ(µ
(nc)
∇ρζ
ν) + hµρhνσKˆρσΛ)aˆν (43)
So one can always go to a gauge where βˆ = βˆµν aˆν = 0
5, as this would amount to
solving a set of D linear (first-order differential) equations for Λ and ζ .
After this gauge fixing we find ourselves exactly in the established framework
of TTNC, with fields τµ, h
µν , τˆµ, hˆµν , Φˆ and no extra gauge transformations. Note
that up to boost transformations these fields are all determined in terms of τµ,
hµν and Cµ, and that our TTNC equations provide exactly the right number of
equations to solve for all unconstrained components of those.
From the point of view of the relativistic metric (1) that we are approximating,
we have learned that certain components of the NLO and NNLO coefficients can
be put to zero by c dependent coordinate transformations, other components are
left completely arbitrary and can only be fixed by going to higher order, while
a few components, such as for example τˆµτˆ ν
(-4)
g µν = Φˆ are completely determined
already by the equations of motion at NNLO.
4.3 Relation to other non-relativistic gravity theories
First we comment on what happens when we put the torsion aˆµ to zero. It is
important to note that one is only free to do so in case
(-2)
T µν = 0, otherwise
the torsion will be sourced and one is forced to turn it on. It is easy to check
that when the torsion is put to zero the equations reduce to that of standard
torsionless Newton-Cartan gravity. This is of course no surprise as in this case our
analysis reduces to that of [4–6]. One interesting observation is however that in
5Note that also the energy momentum might depend on βˆµν , in that case the gauge that
would make βˆµν disappear could be slightly different, but we expect the argument to still hold.
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the torsionless case the fields βˆµν drop automatically out of the equations in table
2. This means we no longer need to fix the additional gauge transformations to
remove this field. The ζ transformations are there but act trivially on all the fields
that enter in the equations up to NNLO. The Λ transformation is more interesting.
Exactly when the torsion is zero it simplifies to a U(1) action on the field Cµ:
δΛCµ = −∂µΛ (44)
This is the well known U(1) symmetry related to the Bargmann central extension
of the Galilei algebra [15] and so we see that it arises out of GR as a diffeomorphism
subleading in c.
It is interesting to wonder if our TTNC theory of table 2 is related to other the-
ories recently proposed. In [14] dynamical equations for TTNC were constructed,
but a detailed comparison reveals that the equation determining the Ricci tensor
of the NC-connection is different. Furthermore, although in that reference the
torsion is twistless, they do not impose an additional equation for the torsion, as
our NLO equation in table 2 does. It appears that contrary to torsionless NC,
for TTNC there are many inequivalent equations of motion consistent with all the
symmetries. One of those appears out of an expansion of GR and it would be
interesting to understand if it has some special features compared to the others,
or if there is a different relativistic origin for these others as well.
It is possible that our equations are an example of a Horˇava-Lifshitz (HL)
gravity. The relation between TTNC dynamics and HL gravity was worked out in
full generality in three dimensions in [10]. This was done at the level of the action
however and no equations of motion were provided. It would be interesting to
compare this to our TTNC equations by either computing the equations of motion
following from [10] or by deriving an action for our equations.
4.4 Physical interpretation and an example solution
The direct origin in GR allows us to give an interpretation of the physical role
torsion plays in the effective non-relativistic theory in table 2. When there is no
torsion, i.e. dτ = 0, we can always choose coordinates such that τµ = δ
0
µ. Via the
expansion (1) and table 1 we see that the leading timelike warpfactor, at order
c2, is trivially 1. When there is non-zero twistless torsion, i.e. τ ∧ dτ = 0, we
can choose coordinates such that τµ = e
ψ
2 δ0µ. In the relativistic metric (1) this
implies that there is now a non-trivial timelike warpfactor6 eψ at order c2. Note
6Some readers might wonder if one can not always go to Gaussian normal coordinates and
put the timelike warpfactor to 1. This is true, but it would not respect the form of the expansion
(1). In particular it would introduce fractional powers of c, as can be seen for example in the
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that the NLO equation in table 2 provides an effective nonrelativistic equation of
motion for this warpfactor eψ. In summary we can draw the conclusion that this
generalized expansion also includes strong time dilation effects, which are absent
in the standard post-Newtonian expansion. As these strong time dilation appears
at a lower order than the Newtonian potential, one could refer to the equations
LO a NLO in table 2 as ’pre-Newtonian’ order.
Note that the existence of this generalized expansion should not be too much of
a surprise. Indeed, as discussed in detail in e.g. [1], the Post-Newtonian expansion
is not simply a large c expansion but also a weak field expansion. In particular
it describes the non-relativistic sector of the so called post-Minkowskian expan-
sion which starts from metrics with small deviations from Minkowski space. This
however begs the question if there could be strong field regimes where the physics
remains non-relativistic. The expansion of this paper seems to describe exactly
such a regime. In case the torsion is non-vanishing we have an order c2 timelike
warpfactor, meaning that at leading order the metric is no longer Minkowski but
rather some background with strong gravity. Said in yet another way, the torsion
seems to include strong time dilation effects which in the standard Newtonian
regime are absent. Our expansion shows they can be included while preserving
the non-relativistic character of the effective theory.
It will be illustrative to analyze these remarks in an explicit example. Apart
from providing some insight in the physical regime described by the effective TTNC
gravity in table 2 this will also provide an explicit solution to those equations,
providing a check on the mathematical consistency of our expansion.
Let us quickly review the standard Newtonian description of the Schwarzschild
metric in our formalism:
ds2 = −c2
(
1−
2mGN
rc2
)
dt2 +
(
1−
2mGN
rc2
)
−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2 (45)
= −c2dt2 +
2mGN
r
dt2 + dr2 + r2dΩ2 +O(c−2) (46)
Via the expansion (1) and table 1 one reads of that this metric corresponds to the
case of the Schwarzschild metric in Gaussian normal coordinates:
ds2 = −c2dσ2 +
2GNm
c2r(σ, ρ)
dρ2 + r(σ, ρ)2dΩ2 r(σ, ρ) =
(
3
2
√
2GNm(σ + ρc
−1)
)2/3
.
In case the theory under consideration is not pure gravity, but also contains a dilaton-like
scalar, then one can go to a different conformal frame where the metric has a trivial leading
timelike warpfactor, see for example [16, 17].
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nonrelativistic fields
τ0 = 1 , τi = 0 , hij = δij , h0µ = 0 , C0 =
mGN
r
, Ci = 0 . (47)
In particular we see that this is a torsionless configuration, dτ = 0, and we rec-
ognize the Newtonian potential of a point mass in C0, it is well known that this
solves the NC equations to which the TTNC equations in table 2 reduce in this
case. All of this illustrates some comments made above, as we see that in the
large c limit the non-trivial part of the warp factor is subleading and the metric at
leading order is Minkowski space, so we are not only in the non-relativistic regime
but also in the weak field regime.
This last remark however suggests a way to probe another regime of the
Schwarzschild metric. In the previous expansion we formally send c → ∞ while
keeping m fixed. We could consider scaling the mass such that we keep M = m/c2
fixed. The real world analog, where c is large but not infinite, of this would be a
situation where 2mGN
rc2
= O(1). In this regime the expansion of Schwarzschild looks
rather different:
ds2 = −c2
(
1−
2MGN
r
)
dt2 +
(
1−
2MGN
r
)
−1
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ) (48)
Note that the formal expansion (1) of this metric actually truncates at order c0.
We can now simply read off that
τµ =
(
1−
2MGN
r
)1/2
δtµ (49)
hµν =


0 0 0 0
0
(
1− 2MGN
r
)
−1
0 0
0 0 r2 0
0 0 0 r2 sin2 θ

 (50)
Cµ = Bµ = 0 (51)
βµν = ψ
µν = 0 (52)
From this one computes that
aˆµ =
(
0,−
MGN
r2
(
1−
2MGN
r
)
−1
, 0, 0
)
(53)
So we now have an effective non-relativistic description with non-zero torsion!
Doing a few further computations one can check that the non-relativistic fields
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above do indeed provide a non-trivial solution of the TTNC equations in table 2.
A few useful results in that computation are that Kˆµν = 0 and
(nc)
R µν = −hˆµ
ρhˆν
σDρaˆσ =
M
r3
hˆµν − 3
r
MGN
(
1−
2MGN
r
)
aˆµaˆν
=
MGN
r3


0 0 0 0
0 −
(
1− 2MGN
r
)
−1
0 0
0 0 r2 0
0 0 0 r2 sin2 θ


This second way of expanding the Schwarschild7 metric illustrates our main
point, namely that in the case where gravity remains strong at large c, here ob-
tained by assuming the mass to be of order c2, the strong time dilation effects are
encoded in the effective non-relativistic theory as (twistless) torsion.
Finally it is interesting to point out that in this second expansion the Newtonian
potential is actually zero. In this strong gravitational regime the non-relativistic
physics of the Schwarzschild metric can be completely described by non-zero tor-
sion and a curved spatial metric, with a vanishing Newtonian potential!
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A Probe Particle Motion: a first analysis
The main difference with the previous work of [4–6] is that we allowed for non-
vanishing torsion, which amounts to allowing a divergent term
(-2)
Γ λµν in the Levi-
Civitta connection. One question this raises is if this divergence is problematic
for test particle motion, as it will directly enter the geodesic equations. In this
appendix we work out this expansion in some detail and show that a consistent
set of equations can be obtained. We are missing however at the moment a good
physical intepretation of the different fields and terms appearing in this expansion
and equations. This is a very interesting question which we leave for future work.
7One can consider a similar expansion for the Kerr metric [18].
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A.1 Setup
The relativistic equations for the velocity field of a massive particle in a gravita-
tional background can be written as
P
µ
νV
ρ∇ρV
ν = 0 (54)
where
V µ =
dXµ
dσ
P
µ
ν = δ
µ
ν − V
µVν/V
2 V 2 = gµνV
µV ν < 0 (55)
We choose to work in the manifestly reparametrization invariant formulation, i.e
the equations are invariant under δλV
µ = λ(x)V µ. To connect a solution of the
above equations to a particle trajectory Xµ(σ) one would have to solve the addi-
tional equations
V µ(X(σ)) =
dXµ(σ)
dσ
(56)
Note that these are invariant under reparametrization symmetry σ = σ′ via
λ(X(σ)) = dσ
dσ′
.
Here we will only attemtp an expansion of the velocity equations, leaving a
detailed large c expansion of (56) for the future. Our starting point is then an
expansion of the form
V µ =
∞∑
i=−1
(i)
V µc−i (57)
Note that the overall power in c of this series can be set to anything by using the
rescaling symmetry. We fix this by conventionally choosing the leading power to
be -1. This is motivated by the natural choice of parameters where σ(τµX
µ) is a
c-independent function. The rescaling symmetries preserving this convention and
the expansion ansatz (57) are then of the form
λ =
∞∑
i=0
(i)
λc−i (58)
Leading to the transformations
δ (j)
λ
(i)
V µ =
{
(j)
λ
(i-j)
V µ if i ≥ j − 1
0 otherwise
(59)
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A.2 Leading Order
We now expand the equations (54) in a background satisfying the TTNC equations
of table 2. It turns out that for this expansion to be consistent, one needs
τρ
(-1)
V ρ = 0 (60)
This can be verified by assuming otherwise and observing that the expansion
becomes inconsistent.
First note that for a physical particle (i.e. timelike velocity) we need
(-2)
V 2 = −(τρ
(0)
V ρ)2 + hˆρσ
(-1)
V ρ
(-1)
V σ < 0 . (61)
we then define
(-1)
|V | =
√
−
(-2)
V 2 . (62)
It is then an interesting observation that when the torsion is twistless one finds
that the most singular term of order c4, which is the naive LO, in the velocity
equation expansion automatically cancels. Vanishing of the NLO term at order c2
is then equivalent to
(-1)
V λ
(nc)
∇λ
(-1)
V µ = (
(-1)
V ρ∂ρ log
(-1)
|V |)
(-1)
V µ + (τρ
(0)
V ρ)2hµσ aˆσ (63)
Note that before doing the expansion there was the fact that contraction of the
relativistic equations (54) with the vector gµρV
ρ lead to a trivial equality. As the
leading term of that vector is−τµτρ
(0)
V ρ the leading equation in the expansion should
trivially vanish when contracted with τµ. Indeed this is the case. Also checking
invariance under the different orders of diffeomorphisms is rather straightforward.
It is also easy to verify that the above equation is invariant under both
δ (-1)
λ
(0)
V =
(0)
λ
(-1)
V δ (0)
λ
(0)
V =
(0)
λ
(0)
V and δ (1)
λ
(0)
V =
(1)
λ
(-1)
V (64)
Note that via gauge-fixing the
(0)
λ invariance we can get rid of
(1)
V µ. One straightfor-
ward gauge choice is
(-1)
|V | = 1, which leads to
(-1)
V λ
(nc)
∇λ
(-1)
V µ = (1 + hˆρσ
(-1)
V ρ
(-1)
V σ)hµλaˆλ (65)
This LO equation is important as we see that non-zero torsion forces the velocity
coefficient
(-1)
V µ to be non-zero. This is the crucial difference between motion of a
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particle in a torsional background and one without torsion. If the torsion is zero
then one can choose
(-1)
V = 0 and
(0)
V µ, which is the non-relativistic velocity, will
satisfy the standard non-relativistic NC geodesic equation. In case the torsion,
and hence also
(-1)
V is non-zero the equations become much more complicated, as we
explore in the next subsection.
A.3 Higher order
We can work out the expansion of (54) up to higher orders. A reasonable thing
to do to go up to those orders where the equations are fully determined by the
background fields appearing in the TTNC equations of table (2). It is technically
useful to do this expansion when fixing reparametrization invariance. One way to
do so is the choice
(τρ
(0)
V ρ)2 = 1 + hˆρσ
(-1)
V ρ
(-1)
V σ
τρ
(0)
V ρτσ
(1)
V σ = hˆρσ
(-1)
V ρ
(0)
V σ (66)
2τρ
(0)
V ρτσ
(2)
V σ = hˆρσ(2
(-1)
V ρ
(1)
V σ +
(0)
V ρ
(0)
V σ)− (τρ
(1)
V ρ)2 − 2Φˆ(τρ
(0)
V ρ)2 − βˆρσ
(-1)
V ρ
(-1)
V σ
which after some calculation leads to the following set of equations for the velocity
coefficients
(-1)
V λ
(nc)
∇λ
(-1)
V µ = (τρ
(0)
V ρ)2hµλaˆλ
(-1)
V λ
(nc)
∇λ
(0)
V µ +
(0)
V λ
(nc)
∇λ
(-1)
V µ = τρ
(0)
V ρ
(
aˆσ
(-1)
V σ τˆµ + 2τσ
(1)
V σhµλaˆλ
)
(67)
(-1)
V λ
(nc)
∇λ
(1)
V µ +
(0)
V λ
(nc)
∇λ
(0)
V µ +
(1)
V λ
(nc)
∇λ
(-1)
V µ = τρτσ
(
(1)
V ρ
(1)
V σ + 2
(0)
V ρ
(2)
V σ
)
hµλaˆλ
+τρ
(
(0)
V ρ
(0)
V σ + 2
(1)
V (ρ
(-1)
V σ)
)(
τσβˆ
µλaˆλ + aˆσ τˆ
µ
)
+
(-1)
V ρ
(-1)
V σ
(
1
2
hˆρλ
(nc)
∇σβˆ
µλ − τˆµKˆρσ
)
Note that when the torsion is zero, i.e. aˆµ = 0, then one can take
(-1)
V µ = 0 and the
complicated set of equations above reduces to the simple equation
(0)
V λ
(nc)
∇λ
(0)
V µ = 0,
which is the geodesic equation in torsionless NC gravity, which is equivalent to
Newton’s second law in the presence of a gravitational potential. It would be very
interesting to understand the physical meaning of all the additional terms that
appear when the torsion is turned on.
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Note that one can rewrite the equations in manifest reparametrization invariant
form by substituting in the above expressions
(-1)
V →
(0)
λ
(-1)
V ,
(0)
V →
(0)
λ
(0)
V+
(1)
λ
(-1)
V ,
(1)
V →
(0)
λ
(1)
V+
(1)
λ
(0)
V+
(2)
λ
(-1)
V ,
(2)
V →
(0)
λ
(2)
V+
(1)
λ
(1)
V+
(2)
λ
(0)
V+
(3)
λ
(-1)
V
(68)
where we should take for the λ coefficients the solutions of
(0)
λ =
1√
(τρ
(0)
V ρ)2 − hˆρσ
(-1)
V ρ
(-1)
V σ
(1)
λ
(0)
λ3
= τρ
(0)
V ρτσ
(1)
V σ − hˆρσ
(-1)
V ρ
(0)
V σ
2
(2)
λ
(0)
λ3
− 3
(1)
λ2
(0)
λ4
= 2τρ
(0)
V ρτσ
(2)
V σ − hˆρσ(2
(-1)
V ρ
(1)
V σ −
(0)
V ρ
(0)
V σ) + (τρ
(1)
V ρ)2 + 2Φˆ(τρ
(0)
V ρ)2 + βˆρσ
(-1)
V ρ
(-1)
V σ
A.4 An example solution
In section 4.4 we explained how Schwarzschild with a mass of order c2 provides a
background that fits into the large c expansion with non-zero torsion. We can now
expand the geodesics of this relativistic background along the lines above and this
should provide a solution to the equations (67). Here we show that this is indeed
the case.
The simplest example is that of radially infalling geodesics in Schwarzschild,
which are tangent to the vectorfield
V µ = λ(t, r)
(
1,−c
√
2MGN
r
(
1−
2MGN
r
)
, 0, 0
)
(69)
From this one can simply read off that
(-1)
V µ =
(
0,−λ(t, r)
√
2MGN
r
(
1−
2MGN
r
)
, 0, 0
)
(70)
(0)
V µ = (λ(t, r), 0, 0, 0) (71)
As expected one can check that this provides a solution of (67).
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